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Journyx now offers advanced time clock hardware that support the use of ID badges, biometric fingerprint scanning, and 
facial recognition to enable the most accurate and secure employee data collection possible. 

Flexible time entry methods

NEW Time & Attendance  
Solutions by Journyx

Easy-to-use solutions for complex time-for-payroll needs.

With our new Acumen time and attendance product line, Journyx helps organizations manage and increase 
the efficiency of their most valuable resources: their employees.  

Journyx’s time and attendance systems include state-of-the-art physical time clocks and cloud-based time 
tracking and scheduling software that allow employees to manage time and attendance remotely, all 
integrated smoothly with your payroll and other business systems. 

TIME CLOCK HARDWARE

We provide an array of methods to track employee time 
and attendance with options for on-site time clock hard-
ware, web-based time clocks, mobile time entry, biometric 
authentication, and much more. 

Data verification and security

When it comes to employee data verification and on-site 
security, there is no better option than our biometric time 
clocks utilizing facial recognition or fingerprint scanning.  

  •  Know with certainty who is punching in where. 
  •  Prevent time theft and buddy punching. 
  •  Enforce the greatest on-site security. 
  •  Ensure perfect accuracy for time and project tracking. 



TIME CLOCK SOFTWARE
Out of the box, Journyx’s time clock software has 
more standard timekeeping features than others 
offer in their most advanced versions. Our software 
provides powerful, easy-to-use time management 
tools with unmatched versatility. You won’t find a 
timekeeping system this adaptable anywhere else. 

Custom rules management

Easily manage complex rules for employee work hours, 
overtime, variable job rates, and other pay rules.  

Geofencing technology

Eliminate manual error and simplify clocking in and out 
with GPS-based rules enforcement, so employees can only 
punch in where you want them to. 

Rich automation

Easily automate complex rules to track project hours, 
weighted overtime, variable job rates, and more. 

Communicate with your employees

Send automated notifications via email or text for defined 
events, such as time off requests, late clock ins, etc.

Compliant timecard management

Ensure compliance with warnings for overtime, shift 
premiums, and union rules. 

Robust reporting

Schedule automatic report generation for payroll with 
more than 60 standard reports available and endless 
possibilities for customized reports. 



SCHEDULING SOFTWARE
With Journyx’s scheduling software, managers can auto-
mate shift scheduling, account for employee availability and 
skillsets, and improve efficiency, all while saving your 
organization time and money. Empower your managers to 
respond quickly and strategically to the dynamics of an 
agile workforce. 

Prevent unplanned absences and schedule conlicts

Absenteeism can cost your company thousands of dollars each year in lost productivity, wages, poor quality of 
goods/services, and excess management time. Not only that, but the employees who do show up to work are 
burdened with extra duties to fill in for absent employees, which can cause feelings of frustration and a decline in 

Let your staff tell you when they are available with Journyx’s employee scheduling system. You can easily factor in 
employee schedule requests and shift preferences to prevent call-outs and absenteeism. Plus, Journyx integrates 
communication tools that make creating schedules and changing shifts hassle-free. 

Unlimited customization and flexibility

Every industry has its own set of scheduling challenges, 
which is why our robust scheduling software is designed to 
rise to the challenge every time. Whether you need a 
certain number of surgeons on staff at a hospital or want to 
scale your point-of-sale workforce to meet demand, our 
scheduling software can be configured to meet your unique 
business needs. 

  •  Schedule workers by contract, department, team, or
      shift, factoring in the skills of each group member.

 •  Create certifications to identify employees with special 
      skills and custom rules to govern their scheduling. 

  •  Optimize processes, plan for optimal coverage, and 
      minimize labor costs with analytics and forecasting tools.
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